MONITOR ARM
Many people find that when they raise their desk to a standing height, they also need
to adjust the height of their monitors. You may find this to be the case depending
on your body proportions. If you have long legs, you will probably need to adjust your
screen height as you go from sitting to standing and vice versa. For best ergonomic
comfort and health, the top of your screen should be positioned just below eye level
and about an arm’s length away.
UPLIFT Monitor Arms are designed in-house by our Certified Professional Ergonomist.
They feature an impressive 27.5” of depth adjustment and 360° display rotation range.
The pneumatic gas cylinder is fingertip-adjustable, providing consistent resistance
to allow your monitor to float above the desk at optimal ergonomic viewing height.
Integrated cable management keeps your workspace organized and clutter-free.
We offer two different models to accommodate monitors of varying weights:
		
S: For monitors weighing between 4.5 - 17.5 pounds each
		
H: For monitors weighing between 17.5 - 35 pounds each
Please note: You must choose the model that corresponds to the weight
of your monitor. The arm will not counterbalance correctly if the monitor
is outside the specified weight range. Please check the weight of your
monitor before ordering, or contact us for assistance.

You can also choose to add a laptop mount
to your monitor arm in order to raise your
laptop screen to comfortable viewing height.
The laptop attachment mounts directly to the
VESA plate and provides the same extended
adjustment range. It is compatible with laptops
weighing up to 30 pounds, and includes a lip
at the edge of the platform, non-slip pads, and
elastic straps for extra security. A swiveling circle
platform provides space for small items or mouse
storage (not recommended as a mouse pad).
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MONITOR ARM

Monitor arms mount securely
to the back of the desk with
a clamp, suitable for desktops
up to 3 5/8” thick.

Features - UPLIFT Single & Dual Monitor Arms
• Support a wide variety of monitor weights
• Allows you to easily adjust the height, depth
and tilt of your monitor(s)
• 360° rotation allows for exceptional mobility
• In-line wire management minimizes cable clutter

Height
adjustment range
Depth
adjustment range
Weight capacity
Display
rotation range
Color
Warranty
Monitor
compatibility

19’’ H
27.5’’ D
S: 4.5 - 17.5 lbs per arm
H: 17.5 - 35 lbs per arm
360° display rotation range
360° pan range
Black
5 years
VESA 75 mm & 100 mm
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MONITOR ARM
Features - UPLIFT Laptop Mount

• Steel frame with pronounced front lip, non-slip pads
& elastic straps securely holds most laptop computers
• Rotating platform provides space for small item or mouse
storage (not recommended for use as a mouse pad)
• Ventilation cutout offers improved airflow to prevent
CPU overheating

Weight
4lbs.
VESA compatibility 75 mm x 75 mm or 100 mm x 100 mm
Warranty
5 years
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